
 

 

 
 

 
WESTLAW NZ APRIL 2016 
RELEASE 
Enhancing your legal research experience 
 
 

We work in partnership with our customers to develop solutions and services that meet 
your needs.  We take the time to seek your feedback and have incorporated it into our 
development pathway. 
 
We have used that information to enhance Westlaw NZ and are excited to share with you 
detail on the enhancements and bug fixes delivered in the 27 April 2016 release. 
 
We recommend you review the release notes below and update any internal training 
material you may have. 
 
The Release Notes provide a summary of the enhancements and bug fixes, followed by a 
more detailed explanation. 
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RELEASE SUMMARY 
 

FEATURE SUMMARY 

OSH Tracker Advanced Search 
The OSH Tracker Advanced search template has been enhanced to make it possible to search for 

a range when searching using the Penalty Amount or Reparation Amount fields. 

Legislation interpretation sections  

In response to customer feedback, an editorial note instructing users how to access the full-text 

of each definition has been added to the inline table of contents in legislation Interpretation 

sections. The bug that was causing the inline table of contents to appear in an incorrect location 

in some Interpretation sections has also been addressed. 

Update to the Preferences page 
The Events Tracking section of the Preferences page has been replaced by a Web Logging 

section. 

Exporting legislation from left-

hand pane  

We have corrected the bug where selecting Parts, Subparts, Schedules, and Interpretation 

sections from legislation for print/export using the TOC in the left-hand pane delivered the 

sections and definitions within the selected structure in a random order. 

Search template caching issue 

We have resolved the issue which meant that search terms and TOC selections from the previous 

search were being cached, and users returning to the search template were having to manually 

removed text from search fields and/or deselect entries from the table of contents. 

Search bug – multiple phrase 

searches 

We have corrected the bug which meant that some searches containing consecutive phrases 

were failing to return the correct results. 

Cases Advanced Search – 

Classification field bug 

The bug affecting the Classification field in the Cases Advanced Search template that meant that 

searches for a classification that included the words “and” or “not” has been resolved. 

Classification strings that contain the words “and” or “not” can once again be searched 

successfully. 
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OSH Tracker Advanced Search 
 
We have added the ability to search for a range when search from penalty amounts or reparation amounts using the OSH Tracker Advanced 
Search.  
 
Simply enter the figure representing the lower end of the range in the (from) field, and the figure representing the higher end of the range in 
the to field.  
 
Do not enter commas or $ symbols in these fields. If you are searching for a range between $20,000 and $100,000, enter 20000 in the from 
field and 100000 in the to field 

 
 
Note: You can only search for full dollar amounts using these fields. You cannot search using figures such as 100000.85 
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Legislation Interpretation Sections 
 
We have added an editorial note at the head of the table of contents in interpretation sections of legislation: 

 
 
A number of Westlaw NZ customers reported that they were initially confused by the change we made to the presentation of Interpretation 
sections of legislation in the December 2015 release, and were assuming that content was missing from the Interpretation document. The 
editorial note is intended to serve as a reminder that the individual definitions in an Interpretation section are now delivered as separate 
documents. You can view the individual definitions and their associated history notes and/or commentary by clicking on the definition links in 
the Interpretation section document, or by clicking on the definition links in the left-hand pane.  

 
Update to Preferences Page 
 
We have updated the text of the Preference Page to refer to Web Logging instead of Events Tracking. The preference still performs the same 
function, but makes it clearer what the preference is controlling by using more widely recognised terminology. 
 

Before 

 

After 
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Exporting Legislation from the Left Hand Pane 
 
Several of our customers have reported that documents were compiled in a random order when exporting or printing complete Parts, Subparts, 
Schedules, or interpretation sections from legislation using the checkboxes in the left-hand pane. This issue has now been resolved. 
Documents will appear in the correct order in the printed document or delivered PDF/RTF document when an entire Part, Subpart, Schedule, 
or interpretation section is selected for delivery from the left-hand pane. 
 

 

Search Template Caching Issue 
 
We have resolved the issue which meant that search terms and TOC selections from the previous search were being cached, and users 
returning to the search template were having to manually removed text from search fields and/or deselect entries from the table of contents. 
 
Note: This fix does not affect the functionality of the Edit Search feature. Clicking Edit Search in the left-hand pane will return you to your search. 
Any search terms and TOC selections you had made when running your search will be retained 
 
 

Search Bug – Multiple Phrase Searches 
 
Advanced users of Westlaw NZ have reported a bug which meant that some searches containing consecutive phrases were failing to return 
correct results. We have corrected this bug so that searches that contain multiple phrases, such as the following, will now function correctly: 
 
Example Search Expected Result 
“child support” or “liable parent” Will return documents that contain one of the phrases or both of the phrases 
“child support” % “liable parent” Will return documents that contain the phrase child support and do not contain the 

phrase liable parent 
“child support” /5 “liable parent” Will return documents where the phrase child support and the phrase liable parent 

occur within 5 words or less of one another 
“child support” +5 “liable parent” Will return documents where the phrase child support precedes the phrase liable 

parent by 5 words or less 
 
 

Cases Advanced Search Template – Classification Field Bug 
 
We have corrected the recent issue where some searches using the Classification field in the Cases Advanced Search template were returning 
the following error message: 

 
The error message was being triggered if a classification string that included the words “and” or “not” had been selected (eg Magistrates > 
Hearing > Conduct of magistrates > Duty not to act on private knowledge). This issue is now resolved, and classification strings that contain the 
words “and” or “not” will no longer cause the search to fail. 
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